We derive Ehrenfest like equations for the coupled Gross Pitaevskii equations (CGPE) which describe the dynamics of the binary Bose-Einstein condensate (BBEC) both in the free particle regime and in the regime where condensate is well trapped. Instead of traditional variational technique, we propose a new Ehrenfest based approach to explore so far unrevealed dynamics for CGPE and illustrate the possibility of almost shape invariant states in both the regimes. In absence of trapping potential, when all the interactions present in the system are attractive, it is possible for an initially mixed Gaussian state to propagate with almost no change in width if the proper initial condition is satisfied. Even for repulsive intra-atomic and attractive inter-atomic interaction (g αβ ) one can tune |g αβ | such that the width of the propagating wave packet remains bounded within almost about 10%. We also discuss the dynamics of the initially phase separated condensate and have shown the breakdown of Gaussian nature of the wave packets due to collisions. However, when BEC is trapped in simple harmonic oscillator(SHO) potential, for g αβ > 0, it is possible for an initially overlapping state to retain its initial shape if g αβ is less than a critical value (g c αβ ). If g αβ exceeds g c αβ , an overlapping state can become phase separated while keeping its shape unchanged.
Introduction and the Ehrenfest scenario
Over the last few decades the studies of Bose-Einstein condensates have revealed several interesting features arising from a nonlinearity that stems from a mean field picture of atomic interactions. This leads to a nonlinear Schrödinger equation which in this context is called the Gross Pitaevskii equation (GPE) since the condensates are produced in a trapping potential [1] - [3] . While the statics and dynamics of the single species condensate has been exhaustively researched, that of the binary condensate is somewhat more problematic and hence some questions remain at a fairly basic level when an analytic treatment is attempted. Some of these have to do with oscillation frequencies and dynamics of the condensate which is not in equilibrium [4] . An useful approximation scheme has been discussed by Navarro et al [5] , who have used a variational model [6] with a Gaussian trial function for each of the two condensates. The trap is actually three dimensional. But one can vary the frequencies in different directions to produce very elongated (cigar shaped) or highly flattened (pancake shaped) condensate profile and thereby generating effectively one dimensional or effectively two dimensional condensate respectively. In this effective lower dimensional system, the shape of the condensates does not change in the other directions meaning the other directions are frozen out. However, the dimensionality reduction is an approximation providing the effective one tains its shape i.e., how much coherent it is. With this in mind, we introduce an Ehrenfest equation based approach for studying the dynamics and show that it is a reasonably versatile tool for handling several issues in the dynamics of the binary condensates which remained unexplored. We analyse the dynamics both in homogeneous system and in phase separated regime with interesting combinations of parameters. We indicate the appearance of almost coherent wave packet for g αβ < 0. The possibility of breakdown of the wave packet due to the collisions between the wave packets in the phase separated regime is also presented.
In sec III, we discuss over the following framework-consider the equilibrium binary BEC in a trapping potential and at t = 0, the trap frequency is changed. Similar as in the sec II, an interesting question then concerns the dynamics of the condensate in this framework. Thereafter, we proceed to investigate the existence of shape invariant states both in mixed and overlapping initial condition. For two species α and β CGPE can be written as ih∂ t ψ α (x,t) = −h 2 2m ∇ 2 ψ α (x,t) +V ext (x)ψ α (x,t) + g α |ψ α | 2 + g αβ |ψ β | 2 ψ α ih∂ t ψ β (x,t) = −h 2 2m ∇ 2 ψ β (x,t) +V ext (x)ψ β (x,t)
where we have considered identical masses (m) for both the species for simplicity in analysis. The interaction strengths (g α , g β and g αβ ) can be positive (repulsive interaction) or negative (attractive interaction) or combinations of them.
To write down the Ehrenfest equations, we write Eq.(1) as ih∂ t ψ α (x,t) = Hψ α + g α P α + g αβ P β ψ α ih∂ t ψ β (x,t) = Hψ β + g β α P α + g β P β ψ α (2) where H = −¯h 2 2m ∇ 2 + V ext (x), P α = |ψ α | 2 and P β = |ψ β | 2 . As is often the case, we consider the highly anisotropic situation where an effective one dimensional solution emerges and one can replace the ∇ 2 in Eq.(1) or (2) by
The initial wave function is taken to be φ α (x, 0)φ β (x, 0) i.e., separable in the indices α and β . We assume that this separability persists at later times and the wave function is ψ α (x,t)ψ β (x,t). Hence the average position of species α is ψ α |x|ψ α = x α and that of species β is ψ β |x|ψ β = x β with similar results holding for any other operator O. Consequently, the Ehrenfest equation for species α reads
and a similar equation holds for species β . We write the explicit answers for the first few moments for the species α (with similar equation holding for species β )
These moment equations are exact and hold for all packets. Consequently, they can lead to exact conservation laws which are not found from any other approach. For a free particle of only one species, we note that
While for the two species problem of free particles with equal number of particles for both the species, we find from Eq.(4b) along with its counterpart for species β ,
Similarly from Eq.(4d) along with its counterpart for species β , we deduce the following for equal number of particles of species α and β ,
Furthermore, for an arbitrary external potential V (x), we get
which for the single species problem reduces to
The advantage of using Ehrenfest's equation for exploring the dynamics lies in being able to obtain constraining equations like Eq.(7)-Eq.(10).
It should be noted though that while the presence of the interaction term in the Gross-Pitaevskii still allows to write some conservation laws till the second moment, there is a clear complication for the higher moments. In this case it is clear that for the third and higher moments, the phase of the evolving wave function is going to play an important role. We point this out with the single species problem for the free particle which is the simplest to implement. We find for the third moment ( Now we have no subscript on g and g αβ = 0 for α = β )
where,
In the above equation, p 3 is not a constant of motion, as can be easily seen from its dynamics
The above equation, apart from establishing that p 3 is not constant for a free particle, also shows that development of p 3 requires knowledge of amplitude and phase of ψ separately. This is a complication which shows that the higher order moments bring in the details of the dynamics of the wave function and are not determined by the moments alone. This is a fact that needs to be kept in mind while assessing the success in dealing with the low order moments. Having pointed out a potential problem with higher moments, we now proceed to discuss specific time developments for the centres and the widths of the initial wave packet. For V (x) = 1 2 mω 2 x 2 , we find by straight forward algebra from Eq.(4a)-(4e)
where ∆x = x α − x β is the separation between the two centers. Similarly the second moment S 2 = x 2 − x 2 , is found to have the dynamics (exact).
with a similar equations for the species β . What about the probability distribution P α,β (x,t)? The structure will be assumed to have the form
which makes the strong supposition that an initial form of the probability distribution (provided through the initial condition for the GPE) will be preserved with the time dependences appearing in x and S z . The primary issue will be to check whether this assumption is reasonable or not. In the next two sections we will use this technique to discuss the dynamics of the wave packets separately in the free particle regime and in a simple harmonic confining potential.
Dynamics in free particle regime
We consider the initial condition of Eq.(2) appropriate at t = 0 when the trap is switched off. Subsequently the dynamics is that of a free system.
Depending upon the sign of D = g α g β − g 2 αβ , we can have phase separated or overlapping initial densities of the two species [17, 18] . For positive values of D, we have overlapping wave functions and for D < 0, we have separated wave functions. We accordingly write the initial wave packets for species α and β as
with the understanding that |x 0α −x 0β | < ∆ 2 α + ∆ 2 β corresponds to overlapping initial conditions and |x 0α − x 0β | > ∆ 2 α + ∆ 2 β corresponds to a phase separated state. In what follows, we will assume that it is possible to discuss the separate evolution of ψ α and ψ β , although the parameters of one will influence those of the others. With the help of Eq(s). (18) and (4a)-(4e), we derive the following dynamical equations for the width of the wave packets.
where, x d (t) = (x 0α (t) − x 0β (t)) is the distance between the peak of the wave packets at time t and ∆ 2 (t) = ∆ 2 α (t) + ∆ 2 β (t).
Dynamics under overlapping initial condition ( x d
∆ << 1) At first, we consider the case of a strongly overlapping (completely mixed) initial state where x d ∆. This situation will persist as can be seen from Eq.(19c), only if g αβ < 0. Imposing this constraint on Eq(s).(19a) and (19b) we geẗ
It's now relevant to ask whether the above dynamical system has a stable fixed point ∆ α0 , ∆ β 0 ,∆ α0 =∆ β 0 = 0. If the form of the wave packet is preserved∆ α0 =∆ β 0 = 0. Solving Eq(s).
(20a) and (20b) numerically with the constraint∆ α = 0 =∆ β we obtain the critical value of the widths (∆ αc and ∆ β c ) of the wave packets for a particular set of coupling constants (g α , g β , g αβ ).
If this fixed point exists and is stable, we will have a "coherent state"-a state which propagates without change of initial shape. At this point we stop the analysis and go through the numerics to check the validity of analytical findings. In particular, we consider the Gaussian wave packet with initial widths set at their critical value and observe whether the width changes with time or not. Numerical Results: For the dimensionless analysis of the theory all the coupling constants are rescaled as g = √ 2πγ¯h 
Solving analytically obtained ODE
• 1: All the coupling constants are considered negative
In dimensionless form Eq(s).(19a)-(19c) appear as following
Where, σ 2 = σ 2 α +σ 2 β . After solving Eq. (21)- (23) numerically, we observe the presence of shape invariant states. Considering γ α = −1.0, γ β = −2.0, γ αβ = −0.5 we obtain σ αc = 0.6 and σ β c = 0.442. In Fig. 1 we have shown the presence of shape invariant states. The black solid line in Fig. 1 Fig. 2(a) shows the presence of almost shape invariant states for species α and β respectively. 2(b) presents the dynamics of x d which is evident as both the wave packet have same initial momentum. The later case is represented in Fig.  2 (b) and (d). Herealso we observe the presence of shape invariant states in Fig. 2(b) for both the species. Fig. 2(d) shows the oscillatory dynamics of x d . The small amplitude of oscillation implies that wave packets remain in overlapping state in all time.
• 2:Intra species coupling constants are positive and interspecies coupling constant is considered negative
In this part of study, we consider two wave packets initially at the same position such that x d (0) = 0 and they are moving with equal momentum such that dx d dt = 0 is satisfied. Both the species have repulsive interaction among themselves (γ α > 0, γ β > 0 ) whereas the inter species interaction is attractive i.e., γ αβ < 0. For a free particle, the wave packet in generally expands with time indicating the delocalization in space. 
Solving the pair of CGPE
Numerically integrating the pair of coupled GP equations in Eq.(1) and considering the proper initial conditions, below we present the numerical results which reasonably agree with the analytical predictions of existence of coherent wave packets.
• 1: All the coupling constants are negative Considering γ α = −1.0, γ β = −2.0, γ αβ = −0.5, and σ 0α = 0.6 = σ αc and σ 0β = 0.442 = σ β c we have found Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 . Both of the Wave packets start from the same initial position having initial momentum same in amplitude but opposite in direction (p 0α = −0.2 = p 0β )) The initial momentum of the wave packets for each of the species is taken as p 0α = −0.2 = p 0β . Fig.4 and Fig.5 also represent the coherent nature of the wave packets for p 0α = −0.2 = p 0β in the state when the wave packets overlap each other. The dynamics shows that both of the wave packets move in the same direction in spite of having the momentum in opposite direction. This behavior can be understood taking the dynamics of x d into account. It is due to the presence of x d in later times which ultimately decides the direction for both of the wave packets and it is in the direction in which the associated initial momentum is greater. Though it seems little confusing offhand but minute observation on Eq.(21) and the oscillating nature of x d support this counterintuitive findings.
• 2:When the intra species coupling constants are positive Fig.6 and Fig.7 show that even in the presence of positive intra species coupling constant, the widths of the wave packets remain approximately constant if the proper initial conditions are satisfied. For these figures we consider γ α = 0.66, γ β = 0.324, and γ αβ = −1.5 providing (σ αc ) = 0.9 and (σ β c ) = 0.8. The presence of nearly shape invariant states in this case confirms the robustness of the coherent nature in case of binary BEC when γ αβ < 0. 
Dynamics when x d /∆ is not small
Since x d /∆ is not small, we take the wave packets to be initially separated by a moderate distance such that they can belong to the initially phase separated regime. The numerical findings suggest that this case is the very interesting one since it can have the possibility of mixing the two wave packets starting from initially phase separated regime. Initially the wave packets are apart from each other (x d (0) = 5.0), and in course of time when x d becomes zero, the two wave packets indeed enter into the mixed regime. This possibility is shown in Fig.7(b) . Also the widths of the wave packets start behaving peculiarly as shown in Fig. 7(a) . Coherence property of the wave packet for species α is completely lost in this case. dt | t=0 = −0.25 i.e., the wave packet of species β has greater initial momentum than that of α and in course of time both of the wave packet will merge and then the wave packet with higher momentum will overtake the other one. All other parameters are same as in Fig. 2 . The wave packets loose the coherence in this case.
• 2: Solving CGPE Solving pair of coupled GP equations numerically under phase separated initial condition we observe in Fig(s) .9 and 10 that it is very hard to retain the coherent nature of both of the wave packets simultaneously. In fact, we observe the breakdown of the Gaussian nature of the α wave packet though the wave packet for species β remains approximately shape invariant. Figure 10: (Color online) Dynamics of the wave packet for species α in phase separated regime. All the initial conditions are same as in Fig. 9 and all the parameters are the same as in Fig. 2 . The wave packet not only lose its coherent nature but due to the collision with other wave packet, it loses its initial Gaussian shape also.
Dynamics when system is trapped in SHO
In this section, we consider the condensate in a harmonic oscillator potential, V (x) = 1 2 mω 2 x 2 and with the help of Eq. Eqs. (18) and (4a)- (4e), we obtain the following equation of motion for the width of the wave packets.
where, x d = x 0α − x 0β . As in the case of free particle, here also the wave packet dynamics can be studied both in the completely overlapping state with initial condition |x 0α −x 0β | < ∆ 2 α + ∆ 2 β and in the phase separated state for |x 0α − x 0β | > ∆ 2 α + ∆ 2 β . Hereafter we will analyse the dynamics of the wave packets under these two initial conditions in detail.
3.1. Dynamics under overlapping initial condition (
Before proceeding to exploit the possibility of shape invariant states, here we assume the existence of such wave packets having width ∆ αc and ∆ β c and we explore the behavior of the widths of the wave packets around the coherent widths. We do linear stability analysis by considering the width modulation δ ∆ α (x,t) and δ ∆ β (x,t).
Considering only the linear terms, with the help of Eq.(24a) -Eq.(24b) and taking the dimensionless argument of the theory into account, the flow equations for the width modulations takes the following dimensionless form
where α and β are the magnitudes of the coherent widths such that ∆ αc = α h mω and ∆ β c = β h mω . Like free particle case in sec II, here also all the coupling constants are rescaled as
h mω , all the concerned length and time unit are rescaled by h mω and ω −1 respectively. Considering δ σ 2 j (x,t) = δ σ 2 j (x)e −Ωt with j = α, β we reach into the solution of Ω
with
and
To have stable oscillatory solution Ω 2 must be less then zero which can be possible if B > 0 along with the condition γ α γ β >
Considering the limit x d << ∆ and following the same analysis as was done earlier in case of free particle, we obtain pair of Eq(s).(28) for the coherent wave packets.
From Eq.(24c), we can further comment on the dynamics of x d .
To analyse in detail we will separately consider the cases for γ αβ > 0 and γ αβ < 0 in the following.
• i) Dynamics of x d with γ αβ > 0
In this case, the dynamics of x d is governed by an effective potential of the following form Eq.(29) and Fig.11 clearly imply that for the bounded dynamics of x d , we require γ αβ < γ c αβ . Where, γ c αβ =
If this condition is satisfied (solid black curve in Fig.11 ), x d will oscillate around zero with very small amplitude and the overlapping wave packets will remain overlapping for all the time. But if γ αβ > γ c αβ (dashed black curve in Fig.11 ), the overlapping state can have the possibility of phase separation since x d will increase unboundedly under this condition. Here we assume that all the σ s remain fixed at their coherent values.
• ii) Dynamics of x d with γ αβ < 0
diagram of the effective potential in this case will be similar as shown in the solid black curve of Fig.11 for the case of |γ αβ | < |γ c αβ |. This form of the effective potential supports bounded oscillation of x d around zero for all values of γ αβ i.e., an overlapping state will remain overlapping. There is no possibility of transition from an overlapping state to phase separated state. Fig(s) .12, 14 and 15 agree well with our analytical findings.
Numerical Results: (24c), we observe the following dynamics as shown in Fig.12 . In Fig.12 , we show that the wave packets for both the species remain coherent all the time. 
Wave packet dynamics under phase separated initial condition
With the help of Eq.(24c), we can recast Eq(s).(24a) and (24b) in the following dimensionless form
Solving Eq(s).(30a) and (30b) numerically we obtain σ αc = 0.647 and σ β c = 0.456 for γ α = −1.0, γ β = −2.0, γ αβ = 0.029. In this case, x d > σ and hence the effective potential for γ αβ > 0 turns out to be
which has minima at x min
Thus, for the existence of this minimum value, γ αβ must be greater than zero. In Fig. 16 we have shown the possible form of effective potential. Fig.18 where we have shown the dynamics of the width of the wave packets and the dynamics of x d respectively. Fig.18 (left) shows the shape invariance for both the wave packets (black is for species α and red is for species β . 
Solving CGPE
Considering the wave packets with equal but opposite initial momentum, we numerically study CGPE. Wave packets with initial width equal to those required by the coherence condition, support the shape invariant states as is shown in Fig.19 and Fig.20 . The widths of the wave packets remain approximately invariant leading to the existence of shape invariant states. 
Conclusion and Discussions
In this article, we have analyzed the dynamics of initial Gaussian wave packets in the presence of intra species and inter species interaction. Like single species BEC, here also we have observed that for free particle when the delocalization of the wave packet in space is natural, the attractive nature of interactions can make the wave packets localized under certain condition. We investigated the generation of coherent wave packets or the shape invariant states followed by CGPE. In free particle regime, whatever be the nature of intraspecies interaction (repulsive or attractive), when there is attractive interspecies interaction (g αβ < 0), we have always obtained almost shape invariant states (the width of the wave packets remaining approximately constant) for both the species if proper initial condition is satisfied. Depending upon the initial conditions, an overlapping state can remain overlapping (x d ∆ α,β ) or can have a transition into phase separated (x d >> ∆ α,β ) or can enter from one state to another. Whereas an initial phase separated state have the possibility of breaking its inital Gaussian form due to collision between the wave packets.
Unlike free particle, in case of system trapped in SHO potential, shape invariant states (coherent wave packets) can be supported by both g αβ > 0 and g αβ < 0 i.e., irrespective of the nature of interspecies interaction. In the phase separated regime, for small and positive g αβ , shape invariant states have been observed. But it may approximately exist or may cease to exist for large positive values of g αβ . Like free particle case, the possibility of break down of initial wave packet here also persists when two wave packets collide. However, under the overlapping initial condition, the shape invariant state can exist for comparatively large positive values of g αβ while the system may enter from overlapping domain to phase separated domain. This situation has been analyzed and the corresponding effective potential supports this possibility. In particular, for g αβ > 0, it is possible for an initially overlapping state to retain its initial shape if g αβ < g c αβ . If g αβ exceeds this value, an overlapping state can become phase separated while keeping its shape unchanged. These findings are of quite important while searching for the disturbances propagating with almost no change in shape in two component BEC.
